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Climb the wall ~ Still on top
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Scholarship 'Sioux' team name protested
will help minority
education
students
by Muhammad Karim
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU college of education is seeking
minority students and students of color to be
scholarship recipients for the Teachers of

Color Program.
Two years ago, the state of Minnesota
allocated funds for the express purpose of

recruiting and training minority students in
the field of education. There are currently

about II SCSU students enrolled in the
program, according to Leslie Green, director
of cultural diversity for the college of
education.
"We have enough funds to accommodate
20 students," Green said. "When the program
began, we were not sure if it would continue
after the first year. I suppose the success of
the program prompted dle state to give money
to keep it going."
.
The objective of the project is to assist
minority students in securing a bachelor's or
master's degree in the fi eld of education.
Students in the program receive grants
covering tuition and books.
The money was originally allocated not to
the college of education, but r.ather to District
742 public schools. The district is actually
funding the program through the College of
Education for SCSU students, Green
explained.

Go TO SCHOLARSHIP, PAGE 5 •
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SCSU Athletic Director Morris Kurtz asks Gary Cheeseman, founder of SAAIL, to move his posters to where they will not
block the spectators' view at Halenbeck Hall Friday night. SAAIL was protesti_ng University of North Dakota's team name,
"Fighting Sioux."

by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

The SCSU men's basketball
game Friday against the
University of Nonh Dakota
attracted more than just fans. It
drew indignant members of
SCSU's American Indi an Center,
who protested UND's team
name, the "Fighting Sioux."
Gary Cheeseman, a graduate
~istant at the center, directed

the
demonstration,
which
consisted of surrounding the
stands with over 50 signs
protesting the name and calling
for the university to ban "racist
team mascots."
'There is no reason why the
administration should allow
racist mascots on campus,"
Cheeseman said. 'They wou ld
never allow teams called the
'Negroes,' or the 'AfricanAmericans' to play here."

In addition to the Fighting and community members.
Sioux, ttie Morningside Chiefs
"The situation is very
are also targets of the ,.,-simple," he said. "SCSU is
American Indian Center's allowing racist organizations to
displeasure. Cheeseman said he panicipate in activities on
intends
to
demonstrate campus."
at Momingside's games as
UND's hockey team and
well.
women's basketball team also
Cheeseman explained the played scsu·over the weekend,
main point of staging the protest but only the m·en's basketball
was to increase the level of game was singled out for protest.
awareness of American Indian
issues among university students
Go TO PROTEST, PAGE 3 •

New vice president leaves business vacancy
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

While the university recently
gained a new assistant vice
president for financial management
and budget, the business office has
lost its manager.
Diana
Burlison,
SCSU's
business manager since 1989, has
been appointed to make budget
decisions for the university. She
wi ll be replacing Mary Soroko,
who is on sabbatical.
According to Burlison, her new

role will be quite different from her
old one.
"As the · business
manager,
I
was
responsible
for
implementing
the
budget
decisions,"
Burlison said. "Now
I'll
be the
one
making the budget
decisions."
Along with her new
job, Burlison will be
working on earning her master's
degree in special studies. She

expects to complete her work by
May 1998.
Although a date has
not been set for Burlison
to assume her new
position, she said she is
ready to take on the new
responsibilities
of
financial planning and
budget management.
"It will definitely
bring new challenges,"
she said.
She has no plans to make any
changes in the budget. This is a time

of transition, she said. She said she
wants to get adjusted to her new
position and find out what exactly is
expected of her before changing
anything.
Burlison's move will leave an
opening in the business office,
where her job entai led handling
accounts
payable,
accounts
receivable and the payroll, which
totals $80 million.
"Her expenise will really be
missed," said Eugene Gilchrist,
vice president of administrati ve
affairs.

No one is being considered for
the business manager position yet,
according to Gilchrist.
"We've got about 30 people in
the office now," Gilchrist said.
'They know what they're doing.
They can carry on."
Discussions are being held
about the classification of the job
and whether to search regionally or
nationally to fill the position.
"The opening brings an
opponunity for change," · said
Gilchrist. "We can reflect and make
certain changes where appropriate."
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TODAY
Men's Wrestling
at Augsburg College 7 p.m.

Sig'n up for Mock
Interview Days
in Atwood Memorial Center,
South Glacier Room from
1o a.m. to 2 p.m.

Jazz quintet
Taboo Blue, a jazz/rock
band will be playing in the
· Quarry at B p.m. The Show
is free of charge.

CAMPUS
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Communication
Office of St. Cloud
Diocese gets grant

North·Central
Accreditation Teatn
to Visit SCSU

The Communications Office of the
Diocese of St. Cloud was awarded a grant of
$1,500 from the National Catholic Society
of Friresters to , further the project that
supplies visually impaired people with
audio tapes of the St. Cloud Visitor.

Eight North Central Accreditation Team
members ":'ill be visiting SCSU Jan. 26 -29.
The North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools is the accrediting
body for the entire university and conducts
visits at IO-year intervals 10 institutions
seeking accreditation.
·
An open forum for students is scheduled
for
Tuesday,
January
28,
from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the South
Voyageurs Room of the Atwood Memorial
~enter.
The visit marks the end of 18 months of
preparation for this critical national
accreditation process that includes the
writing of an extensive self-study report

National Catholic Society of Foresters
awarded the St. Cloud Diocese one of the I 9
grants they awarded during 1996. National
Catholic Society of Foresters is a centuryold fraternal society that offers members a
variety of insurance programs, plus benefits
that include grants and scholarships to
Catholic grade and high school, college
scholarships,
·
matchingfunds programs and junior activity program.

about the university.
Copies of the rcpert arc on file in the
reserve section of the library.
For further information, contaCt thi:
Academic Affairs Office at 255-3143.

St. Cloud assistant

police chief to retire
After 39 years of service to the city of St.
Cloud Assistant Police Chief James Moline
has tendered his resignation and will apply
for retirement effective Jan. 16.
Moline has served as a patrol sergeant,
patrol captain, records captain and as
assistant chief had, command authority over
the Patrol rnvision, Criminal Irivestigation
Division
and Administrative/Records
Division.

Meet local lawyers
ask questions about legal
profession with local area
lawyers. Sponsored by the
Pre Law Association in the
Atwood Memorial Center,
Mississippi Room 1o a.m.
Event is free of charge and
everyone is welcome to
attend.

Visual Arts on
display
Peg Murphy and Jill
Dubbeldee Kuhn will have
their "Painted Wood and
Paper Works" on display in
the Atwood Memorial
Center display cases. The
display will be up until
Feb. 11.

WEDNESDAY
Women on
Wednesday
will answer the question
"How Does Your Culture
Define Beauty?" in the
Atwood Memorial Center,
South Voyagers Boom at
12 noon.

Submit to Harvest
Today is the deadline to
submi~ing creative works of
fiction, poetry, photos and
art for the 97 edition of
Harvest, the SCSU art and
literary magazine.
Individuals may submit up
to five pieces of work for
each category. For
questions e-mail Heidi
Gomez at gomezh01@
tigger.stcloud.ms.us.edu or
leave a note in her mailbox,
Riverview 114.

STATE

Cold Spring
Brewery could
close

Odyssey," was to be born Jan. 12,
1997 at the "HAL Plant" Urbana,
Ill. HAL has come to symbolize
the possibilities and dangers of
technology.
In the 60's scientists were
trying hard to master artificial
intelligence, but soon gave up
realizing they did not yet
understand
human
thinking
enough to reproduce it.
The same is true today,
scientists say technology is far
enough advanced, but insufficient
understanding of the human mind
is holding back the self-thinking
machine.

The 122-year-old Cold Spring
Brewery could be closed because
it is in default on a $300,000 loan
with First National Bank of Cold
Spring.
Last month, the brewery was
forced to lay off almost 45
employeCs. Most of those
employees' last pay check
bounced.
The brewery is a major
employer in. the city of Cold
Spring, a town with a population
of around 3,000.
If the bank takes control of the
brewery, which it has the legal
right to do, Beverage International

To submit infonnation for the
events calendar, mail it to
l)niversity Chronide, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

It took firefighters from five
cities to control the blaze that was
raging in Max's Discount store in
Monticlello.
Firefighters fought the fire
Saturday night from the ground as
well as in the air, in tempetures
that dipped as low as IO below

zero.
The fire, of which cause is still
undei investigation, was reported
around 4 p.m. and was not under
control until about 6 p.m.

1

said
it
will
stop
their efforts to reopen the brewery.

Avon man
receives patent
on invention
Raymond Moonen received a
patent on his high-efficiency,
hydraulic engine which requires
no fuel to operate.
If the engine works (it has not
yet been tested by anyone besides
Moonen) it will be able to generate
enough electricity to power a car
with without emitting any
pollution_.
Moonen started working on the
engine in 1942, and believes he
has spent close to $80,000
perfecting it.
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student Charles LaTourelle
was found guilty of murdering fellow
student Catherine John.
John wa~ stabbed and then raped
by LaTourelle. He then dragged
John's body down to the Mississippi
river where he attempted to dispose of

it.
LaTourelle, fearing he would be
s[lOtted at the scene of the crime,
turned himself in to police a. few
hours after ·the incident occurred.
LaTourelle was charged with the
murder Oct 29, 1980. It took the jury
87 minutes to decide LaTourelle was
guilty of premeditated murder.

Don't Eat the Daisies
Will play a concert at the
Red Carpet at 1o p.m.
Television crews will be on
location shooting footage
for a local television show
and a future music video.

& NATION

Real HAL misses Fire devastates
birthday
Monticello
HAL, the supercomputer from discount store
the book "200 I : A · Space
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SCSU hockey team takes time-out for youth
by Karlee Morgan
Children raced into the mee1ing room
of the St. Cloud Public Library Saturday
to listen to stories read by Mark
Parrish, freshman Husky forward, and
Andy Vicari, sophomore Husky defense,

of the SCSU Husky hockey team.
Barb Lantis, children services coordinator
for the Great River Regional Library,
introduced the two players to the st.arry-eyed
group.

''This is the third year we have had the
hockey team read to children and it has been
very successful," Lantis said.

Hockey players volunteer to read to
the children, according to Lantis.
She coordinates dates around the
team's game schedule and works with
coach Craig Dahl to prevent time conflicts.
According to Lantis, Parrish and
Vicari read three books: "June 29, 1999,"
"Mi lk Rock" and Bean Soup," which
she selected. After the
readings,
Lantis showed a movie to the
children, followed by an autograph session.
''The kids sure enjoy this," said
Graig Scott, a community member
who brings his daughter to most of the
Husky hockey team functions.
With hockey sticks and posters in
hand, the children lined up to get
autographs from Parrish and Vicari.
Lisa Kleis and her daughter Dayna,
I0, talked with Parrish. Kleis said she
has gotten to know Parrish through
hockey team functions such as the
reading.
Kleis says
Dayna loves
interaction with the hockey team.
"Hockey is my favorite sport ar.tl
Parrish is my favorite player," said
Dayna Kleis.
Vicari and Parrish enjoyed the
opportunity to act as role models for the
children.

Scott AndersoniSTttFF PHOTOGRA.PJIER

Freshman Mark Parrish and sophomore Andy Vicari of the St Cloud Sate University Husky hockey team, read books and
signed autographs for area youth Saturday morning at the St. Cloud Public Library. The reading is part of a traditional
program sponsored by the public library and the hockey team members.
"Doing things with children like this
puts things into perspective for me.
When things aren't going well and you
see that you are ljving their dream,
you realize what you have," said
Vicari.
Vicari said he feels it is important for
kids to have a good role model. When he
was a kid he looked up to the hockey
players,he said.
"Around children you can laugh and

New locale
Protest
of Outings
Center brings
climbing wall

have a good time," said Vicari.
Parrish, who was a first-time participant
in the reading program, wowed the
crowd with the silver medal he received
in Europe as a member of the USA
Junior Hockey League. "It is great to see
that children actually show up so early on
a Saturday morning to see us," said
Parrish.
Mitch Schmidt, 10, has been playing
hockey for fi ve years and says he is

a dedicaled Husky fan. Schmidt was the last
child to leave the library after
the session with the hockey players.

"I am always where the hockey team is,"
Schmidt said .
The Husky hockey players will
continue to participate in 1he reading
program at the library based on the
team
members'
schedules.
For
reading schedules contact the St. Cloud
Public Library at 251-7282
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Cheeseman said that although the
' protest was aimed at all American
Indian ma,;cots, the men 's basketball
game was selected for the protest
because Tony Morrow, who plays for
the SCSU men 's basketball team, is of
American Indian descent.

by Nathan Denny
STAFF WRITER

Staff members at SCSU's Ootings Center, located in
the Halenbeck Hall fieldhouse, are in the process of
constructing a new climbing wall.
"Our purpose for putting up this climbing wall is as
an
attraction it's free,"
said Sandy
VanNieuwenhuyzen, manager of the Outings Center.
The wall will consist of two main sutfaccs: a standard
90 degree wall and a ten degree angle with an overhang.
Spread throughout the plywood wall ·will be nearly two
hundred random holes, giving the center the ability to
create different climbing routes each week. Along with
this feature comes the advantage of giving students the
option of creating their own climbing routes.
The wall, which the Outings Center hopes will be
completed by the end of next week, will be free for
students' use. 1be wall is being construcled with the
hope that it will provide a renewed interest in the Outings
Center, which has suffered some decline in JX)pularity
since its move from the Atwood Memorial Center last
year to its pre.sent location in the Halenbeck Hall
fieldhouse.
"It's not id~!," said VanNieuwenhuyven
The center is anticipating another location change
sometime in the next few years, due in part to
dissatisfaction with the current location.

Go TO CLIMBING WALL, PAGE 7 •

The protest created little stir
among fans of either university, most of
whom gave their attention to the
game. Peggy O'shea. a graduate of
UNO who now lives in St. Cloud,
~xplained her perspective on the

"I don't think of it as a
mascot," O'shea said. "We feel we're
paying respect to the Sioux lribe. I
can see where the 'fighting' part might
be offenSive, though. I've never been
in their shoes, discriminated against, so I
really don't know.';
According to Cheeseman, UNO
broadcasts a disclaimer before
home games, explaining that no
discrimination is meant by the
team 's name. Cheeseman said the
disclaimer is ridiculous
'ToeY're
trying
to
cover
themselves," Cheeseman said. "Mascots
are
used
to intimidate, to frighten the other team.
It makes us look like a bunch of
savages. They need to respect our
culture.''
In pursuit of its goal of banning
teams considered racist or offensive
from SCSU, the American Indian
Center has had little success. A policy
from the administration of fonner

Julia Peterson/PHOTO EorroR

Nikki and Annie Cheeseman, daughters of Students Advocating American
Indian Liberties founder Gary Cheeseman, help post signs protesting the
use of Native Americans as mascots at the SCS versus UND basketball
game Friday at Halenbeck Hall.
university president Robert Bess forbids
the use of the tenn "Fighting Sioux"
during game announcements or
previews.
Cheeseman, whose request to speak
to the spectators prior to the game was
denied, views the decision not to
announce the name as a positive, but
half-hearted measure.
"It's not an absolute commitment,"
Cheeseman said. ''This kind of thing

reaches the hearts· of American Indian
children everywhere. When they hear
these names, when they see caricatures
on helmets and unifonns, they begin to
think that way. This goes much further
than the university. It is an issue of
integrity and dignity.''
Students interesled in finding out
more about Students Advoca'ting
American Indian Liberties can contact
Gary Cheeseman in Atwood 117 or call

656-5449.
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MANAGING EDITOR
NEEDED TO START
JAN. 25
Qualifications include:
Strong English skills
Strong AP style skills
Writing skill
QuarkXPress experience
Dependability
Versatility
'Efficiency
Flexibility
The managing editor designs
news pages and is
involved with decisions
regarding the entire
University Chronicle
operation.

It's a great chance to gain some
valuable newspaper experience
- and get paid for it.
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"An Affair to Remember"
4 p.m. Jan. 16: 7 p.m. Jan. 17. 19: 9:30 p.m. Jan. 18

8 p.m. Tuesday. Jan . 14 The Quarry, AMC
St Cloud 's coolest jazz quintet

"To Catch a Thief'
7 p.m . Jan . 16. JS; 9:30 p.m. Jan. 17: 3 p.m. Jan. 19
Atwood Theacer -Admiltance with SCSU ID

:

POSicions OPED

! Join the W~rld of University Program Board--Coordina~ors Positions Open for 1997-1998
: • Meer excitmg people
• Develop leadership slulls
• Organize campus events
! •Prepare for your career
• Develop public relations sllH/s

"

:coordinator Positions :
:
Concerts, Films. Literary Arts. Outings/Recreation. Performing Arts,
:
sp·eakers. Special £vents. Spotlight. Visual Arts
:
Term: Spring 1997-Winter 1998
:

L_______

Application Deadline: Wednesday. Jan . 22

For more information call 255-2205 or drop in the UPB Office at AMC I JS ______ _

.......................•
visuA.L A.Res

Spain in Color: 1949-1995
An Exhibition of Photographs Courtesy of Dr. Roma Hoff
Jan. 8-Feb. 13 Atwood Center Gallerv
Opening Reception 3 p.m.-4:30 p.m. Wednesday . Jan. 8
Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

Painted Wood and Paper Works by
Peg Murphy and Jill Dubbledee Kuhn
Jan . .14-Feb. II Atwood Ballroom Display cases

oucioos1Rec
Downhill Skiing at
Spirit Mountain

Jan . 17-19
FULL
Moonlight Skiing at
Warner late
7 p.m.-11 p.m. Jan. 24
Sign up AMC. 118

1/2 Price Taps s. Apps

16 oz. of our

rnicrobrewed

own

Beer onl!:::J $1.25

gunday B p.rn.-12 a.rn. s Mon-Thur. 10 p.rn.-la.rn.

All Appetizer~ 1/2 off
gundayc; 8-10 p.rn. s Mon. - Thur. 10 p.rn.-1 a.rn.

s.
. Experience The Best: Pool t:ablec; and
Dart: Boards in g{:_ Cloud.
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said he believes the main benefit of
having teachef"S of color is primarily

be on the football field," he said. 'The
message we are attempting to
communicate is the impottance of
academics in our everyday lives."
Marvin Lyman, an SCSU junior

psychological.
"When a black child, or an Asian
child, or an Indian child goes into a

majoring in secondary education, is
taking advantage of the Teachers of
ColOr program. He considers it a way to

classroom and sees that the teacher is of
the same ethnic backgfOund, such a sight
engenders pride and the belief that they,

fulfill his goal of becoming a teacher as
well as give something back to the
minority community.

Students

who

receive

funding

through the program must teach in .the
area after receiving their degree. Green

. too, can achieve success," Green said.

"One of the conditions of the
The problem facing so many children program is that I must teach in the St.
of color is that they are not pushed and Cloud area for two years, if there is a
encouraged to succeed, he said .. Far too position for me to fill upon my
often, the role models held up to these graduation," Lyman said. "When I
children are not acaderriic achievers, but acquire my master's degree, I am going
entertainers and sports figures. Green to go back to my hometown of Kansas
cited the Minne50ta secretary of state for City, Missouri to teach in the public
her selection of Timberwolf Kevin schools there. These schools are made
Garnett as a role model for African up mostly of children of color."
Americans.
Lyman said he believes students who
"When you have a white Secretary of think they might have the propensity for
State telling blacks that Garnett should teaching should investigate the Teachers
be viewed as a role model, there are of Color program. He said it as an
some serious problems here," ·Green excellent way to transcend the vices
said. "It is obvious in my·mind that she responsible for destroying the moral
does not understand. She just docs not fiber of minority communities across the
get it."
country.
The program is beneficial to minority •
"The teachers who are now in
students because it emphasizes academic mihority communities are not really able
achievement rather than physical to relate to the students," Lyman said.
prowess, Green said.
"Students are not able to relate to the
"What we are trying to s;iy is that it is teachers. There is a serious imbalance.
not important how tall you are, how fast This program seeks to rectify the
you might run or how skilled you might problem by teaching the necessary skills

c:::::l....::::i_~
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diversions
Dr. Paul Hjort
Chiropractor
• 100% coverage, auto
accidents and work injury
• Preferred One and other
insurances accepted
• State of the ar~ facility
• New water ma~age theraJ)y
• Student discount
• Convenient location
Near Crossroads Mall on
Division St. & HWY. 15

for a constructive teacher-student
relationship."
~
Green said several crucial domains of
education are targeted in the program.
Graduates of the Teachers of color
program will be well-prepared for
instruction in classical as well as
problem areas. Green pointed out that
the benefits of increa;ing self-esteem
and academic achievement for children
of color will be realized in lower school
and community violence, drug use and
school dropout rates.
"We are instructing these students to
be change agents," Green said. "We want
them to know what their responsibilities
are. Our students are going to be trained
in multicultural educatioll, personal
achievement and responsibility, and
global human respect and cohesion. We
emphasize reading, writing, science,
mathematics and social skills."
Both Green and Lyman stressed the
intrinsic value the Teachers of Color
program could have in the lives of its
participants. They said the project is
designed to help teachers of the future
grasp their role in the shaping of the
curriculum for all minority children.
"I think that what we will see as a
result of this program is that SCSU will
have signature teachers," Green said. "It
will be very clear who SCSU graduates
are. Our teachers will be very special
teachers with very speci.al skills."

, ELECTED CLOTHING!

MENS - Shirts, Jackets, Sweaters
LADIES -- Tops, Jackets, Skirts
Printed T-Shirts, Pants, Winter Accessories, Military Surplus & Much More!
Selected Merchan.dise Throughout the Store--- Huge Savings Everywhere!
Inventory Reduction

".>

BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR!

*call for appointment*
evening appointments available

3700 W. Division St. Suite 101
St. Cloud, MN 56301

603 Mall Germain -~251-8962
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 a.m .-8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. Noon- 5 p.rn.

251-3450

M£LT All '(OOR PA'(M-EHTS iHTO OHf,
Did you overspend your
Christmas budget?

Eliminate making multiple
payments per month, and possibly
lower your monthly payments!!!

A consolidation loan from
MSUSA Federal Credit
Union can help you out.

No appointment neccessary, just
stop by Atwood A152.
Or call 654-5474 and speak with
our friendly loan officers today.
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College Assistance Now...

Don'tjustWQITYaboutHN.
Do scmething about it.
...Job Skills For Tomorrow.
lfyoo'rekiolringforhelppayingfoccnlegeexpenses,coosiderthebenefitsofjoiningthe
Minnesota Anny Naoonal Guard For jlN a few days a month and a few week5 a year, you can earn
"1)to$Z7,<XX),rrollege-.
That'snotall.You11receivetraininginoneoflXldifferentjobskillsthatyoucanuseinacivilian
career after you graduate. Make the decision that p.;ysoff today and tcmorrow.CALL ~OW:

1-800-657-3848

If you 1hink you are at risk for HIV infection, nm/s the time to
t'Ofl.Sidercounse ling and testil'lg. If you test positive, work with a dOC10!'10
make decisioos that are righ t for you. The earlier this happens, 1he more
medical care <:an help.
Talk to a doctor. }OUf health department or other local AJOS
resources. Or, cont.a<.1 the Quiet Care Clinic, MidtOMl Square Office
Building, 3400 First Sireet, N. 41h Bldg., Si. Cloud, MN 56303,

(612)255-6155.

-

HN is the virus that causes AIDS.
This is a message SJXXlsored by the Minne-sou Department of Health

~}]
help you find both.
UNIVERSITY
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DO
NOT
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Great pioneers
don't hesitate.
MOA research
pursues
every possible
avenue.

'MDII"

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

People help MDA
because MDA helps people

Climbing Wall
old

"It's not evep. half the size of our
location,"
said

VanNieuwenhuyzen.

PAGE3

purpose," said VanNieuwenhuyzen.
"Students aren't going to need to

:=.~:1a1=·":.::~
locations, such as an area near K

Lot, E.astman Hall, or possibly a

The initial move

Speaker to address anthropology
employment, repatriation
by Jeff Dahler

use rope5 and shoes."

The center is looking at possible

,

from Atwood to
Halenbeck Hall
was due to
several factors.
"It was a matter of trying to find
the best use of Atwood space," said
Ed Bouffard, assisstant director of
Atwood Center. 'There was a need
to try to provide programs with
quality space, and Atwocxl has a
limited amount of that."
Bouffard, who has continued his
involvement with the Outings
Center despite the move from
Atwood, cited a more relevant
connection between the outdoor,
sport-oriented atmosphere of
Halenbeck Hall that suits the
Outings Center better than Atwood
Center. The feeling is that with a
more convenient location, as well
as hours best suited to match the
interests of students, the center can
stimulate more interest among the
student body.
The new climbing wall is meant
to serve a similar function. It will be
small and (}asy to use, making it
accessable to a wide variety of
students.
"We're having it made small on

Page'?'
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'There's also going to be safety
mats,"saidBouffard. "Even if there
is a fall, they're not going to get

·

opportunity

to

work on climbing
techniques."
The feeling is
thar with the new
climbing wall and hours best suited
to match the intefests of the student
body, the Outings Center can
stimulate students to tak,e advantage
of the center's facilities.
"We're trying to draw people to
this area that's kind of out of the
traffic flow," said Bouffard.
The center's current hours are
Monday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
6 p.m. to 9 p.m., Tuesday through
Thursday from 11 a.m. to I p.m.
and 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., and Fridays
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
VanNieuwenhuyzen mentioned
the possibilty of a change in the
current hours to better fit the
schedules of students.
"We're trying to find hours
when the students want to come
down
here,"
said
VanNieuwenhuyzen. 'This is all
being done in an effort to serve the
students."·

ASSISTANT. NtWS EDITOR

Digging up human skeletons,
analyzing them and then returning
them to the ground: the process is
called · repatriation. A Fonner
employee of the Smithsonian will
give a presentation about it at
SCSU on Tuesday, Jan. 21 from
noon to 2 p.m.
Erin Kimmerle, ostelogist at
Hamline University and former
contractor with the Smithsonian,
will be giving the two part
presentation in Atwocxl Memorial
Center, Little Theater. The first part
will be an informal presentation
dealing
with
employment
possibilities · for anthropology
graduates. The second part, starting
at I p.m., will be a formal
presentation dealing with the
·repatriation process.
Kimmerle worked for the
Smithsonian National Museum of
Natural History (one of the 14
divisions
of
the
national
Smithsonian institute) for over a
year as a contractor, meaning she
agreed to do a certain amount of
research work for the museum, but
was not considered a federal
employee.
Even though Killlffierle is no
longer contracted through the
Smithsonian, she still does work as
a research calibrator. In this
position she has a working
relationship with a museum
curator.
'This position is designated for
people who arc not currently
working, but gives them full access
to the Smithsonian," Kimmerle
said.
According to Kimmerle, the

Smithsonian has a collection of Hamline University, says t~ere are
about 32,000 sets of human a lot of job opportunities for
remains. She said, however, that individuals graduating with an
does not mean they have that many undergraduate
degree
in
full skeleton collections.
anthropology,
and
would
"A remain may be a full body, a· recommend it to anybody
mummy or a piece of hair," interested in it.
Kimmerle said.
"Obviously, , I am biased
Repatriation comes into play because that is wha1 I graduated
with individuals, usually Native with,"Kimmerlesaid. "It gives you
Americans or Eskimos, who do not an excellent perspective on the
think it "is right for their ancestor's world because we live in a
bones or other remains to be sitting multicultural society."
in a storage shed somewhere, she
Bruce
Maanum,
senior
said
anthroJX)logy major and president
Kimmerle said there are two of the SCSU Brower Society, said
federal
laws
that , require he wanted to bring Kimmerle to
repatriation. The first was passed in SCSU because she is currently
1989 and the second in•J990. The working in
the
field of
first of these laws deals only with anthropology as an undergraduate.
the Smithsonian, the second deals
Maanum
thinks
this
with all federaJly funded agencies presentation is imJX)rtant because
and organizations. Both laws, most people do not even know
however, deal with the same basic
what repatriation is. Even if they
thing; any Native American or
do, it is good to see that it is
Eskimo tribe that wants bones
JX)ssible for anthroJX)logists with
back, can have them back, she said,
their values and Native Americans
Kimmerle said repatriation has with theirs working together.
its
pros
and
cons
for
'This is a very imJX)rtant issue
anthroJX)logists.
"Once the bones are re-buried, with the very strong beliefs of
they arc gone. That's a con." Native Americans and the
Kimmerle said. "However, lots of anthroJX)logical culture," Maanum
collections have been in storage for said. "Seeing how these two groups
40 to 60 years and nobody has work together shows it is possible."
touched them in that time. But
Maanum said this presentation
because people might want them is not just for people majoring in
back now, people are researching anthropology. In fact, Maanum
them."
invites people of all majors to
Kimmerle said she understands attend.
why these groups want their
"I really welcome freshmen
ancestors' bones back, and she who are thinking.about majoring in
thinks that repatriation can anthropology
or sociology,"
benifit both sides of the Maanum said. 'This will show
issue.
students possible resources in the
Kimmerle, a 1995 graduate of real world."
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Community
810-Resources

2019 Stearns Way
Mon Wed Fri
6·00 am _ 4·00 pm
Tue .;'Thurs. . 6:oo am - 6:30 pm
Sat.
8:00 am - 1:00 pm

At CoMMU/ITY BIO-RESOURCES,
you can grye the gift of life
and earn money for spring
break. Thousands of people
just like you rely on plasma
products to live healthy
normal lives. Because your
donation is so important you
are compensated for your
t ime.
Plasma donations is completely safe & easy, you can
use your t ime to study, relax,
or plan your spring break get
away to Fort Lauderdale.
Mexico, Vall, or any dest1nat1on of your choice For more
Information or to schedule an
appointment call 259-630O

CHRONICLE TIP LINE - 255-4086
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10 sessions
$18.99 + tax

:

through January 31.

I

Open 7 daYS a week

10 a.m.- 10 p.m.
U1-77J1

1·

I
I
Centennial J>laza 1
Vart d Centennial
Video In

ANi"

L----------------J
APARlMENTS WITH OOMPUIERS
WOULD YOU LIKE
IN-HOUSE COMPUTER
~,-,-.
WITH ACCESS TO
· ',,,
·
MNWAS WEATHER
·i;
SYSTEM, UNIVERSITY
''t'!]I LI
LIBRARY AND MORE
~
IN YOU NEW APARTMENT BUILDING'

• ;ind out what 0ou need to
have 011 0our Resume!
• }Vlake 0our resume stand
out from the crowd!

·

'

BRIDGEVlEW WEST AND BRIDGEVlEW SOmH
THE ONLY APARlMENTS WITH COMPUTERS FOR
STUDENT USE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE AVAIi.ABIE
24 HOURS A DAY

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

• Avoid mistakes that eliminate
most job seekers!

at

JANUARY CLEARANCE
Up to7 5 o/o !f und~eds of

1n the e - ·
OFF 1tems
store!
,.._

.,.._,,_"""'-

H-t-~ct--t--11

50%All cloths &
0 FF accessories
50%Christmas · ·

tl;

~

o;;,;;~;i•:=
for a change

~

erLimi
Video Arcade
NBA JAM
!<'UN& GUN
l<'EVQU110N X
l<ILLEI<' INS11NCf
Vll<'fUA flGHfEI<'
MOl<'fAL l<OMBAf II
AND 42 0-rHEI< EXC111NG
GAMES!!
Located at Crossroads
Center
DIVISOIN ST. IS
CONSTRUCTION FREE.
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Sartell
native
tranifers
to SCSU
by Paul Keprios
With fonner Sartell High School
·standout
Ned
Wrightson
transferring to SCSU, the Husky
men's basketball team will have a

local .
"We are very pleased with

(Wrightson's) decision to attend
SCSU," said coach Raymond.
Wrightson, 19, signed early last
year, his senior year, to play for

University of Wyoming.
Along with current University
of Minnesota freshman Russ
Archambault in the backcourt,

Wrightson led the Sabres to the
section final last year.
The Sartell native was a fourtime all-conference selection and

received all-state honors twice.
W~ghtson said he returned to

the St. Cloud area because he
wanted to come back home.
'This is my home, this is where
I belong," Wrightson said. "My
family and friends are here and I

belong here."
W~th the graduation of
guards Tony Morrow and Rodney
Walker at the end of this season,
Wrightson will be looked at to fill
the void at shooting guard.
"(Wrightson) i1, a very good
athlete and will fit into our style
very well." Raymond said. "Not
only will he fit in with the style very
well, but also with the team."
Wrightson said he returned
home because he wanted to play in
St. Cloud again, not because he was
not pulling his weight for the
Cowboys.
"It was not that I wasn't cutting
it on the te3:111 at Wyoming. I wits on
the starting team and playing really
well, I just wanted to be playing
back home," said Wrightson. "I
love playiflg at Halenbeck. I have
played there so many times. I just
feel very comfortable there."
Wrightson
explained
his
relationship with Raymond was
also a factor in transferring here.
"I know how he coaches, I know
the type of person he is and I like
that," Wrightson said.
Wrightson said he sees his
greatest strength as a basketball
player, as being the person, who
wants the ball.
"I want to contribute down the
stretch, when the game is on the
line I want to have the ball,"
Wrightson said. "I don't think all
players have that ability, it doesn't
necessarily mean that the player is
extremely athletic or talented, they
just have the ability to take over or
show leadership when the team
needs it"
"
Wrightson is unable to play this
year because he is transferring in
mid-season, but will be eligible to
play for the Huskies next season.

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU senior Randy Best, right, attempts to clear the puck after Husky goaltender Brian Leitza stopped a shot from the University
of North Dakota's Ian Kallay. The Huskies won 5-3 Friday, but the Fighting Sioux trounced SCSU 6-1 Saturday.

Huskies split with Sioux
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

Things can change a lot in 24 ho\lrs.
The SCSU hockey squad found that to be true
this weekend as the Huskies split with the
University of North Dakota.
.
The Huskies skated to a 5-3 victory Friday,
but were shelled 6-1 by the Fighting Sioux
Saturday.
UNO (15-5-2 overall, 12-5-1 Western
Collegiate Hockey Association) and SCSU{l36-3 overall, 11-6-3 WCHA) were tied for first
place entering the series and the SQuads remain
knotted up at the top with 25 points apiece.
The Huskies came ou1 flying, taking a 2-0
lead in the first 5:12 behind _goals from
sophomores Mark Parrish and Jason Goulet.
"I think they were a little amazed by us right
away," SCSU head coach Craig Dahl said. "We
were all over the place in the first few' minutes
and suddenly they were down by two goals."
The Sioux regrouped and bounced back,
taking advantage of a power-play opportunity.
UND's Ian Kallay put the puck past SCSU junior
goaltender Brian Leitza at the 8:06 mark, closing
the SCSU lead to 2-1 after one periOO.
'There was no question that getting up by two
goals was the key," said SCSU junior forward
Jason Stewart. "They might have been too
relaxed at the start and Wj! just took it to them."
In the second period\ the Fighting Sioux's
David Hoogsteen conver¢d a convincing goal at
the 3:56 on assists frolll Curtis Murphy and
Kevin Hoogsteen to tie th~ score at 2-2.
SCSU senior fmward Qave Paradise returned
th~ lead to the Huskies alITlost two minutes later,

one-timing a pass from junior Sacha Molin past
Toby K valevog.
"(Molin)just passed the prick to me and I was
falling down and just put it over (Kvalevog's)
shoulder," Pardise said.
About halfway through the third period,
SCSU freshman Mike Rucinski leveled-UND's
Jason Blake with a blistering open-ice check that
sent Blake's stick and both gloves flying.
Minutes later, Stewart widened the lead to 42, tallying a wrist shot past the Fighting Sioux
netminder for the eventual game-winning goal.
"A big hit always gets you going and it ended
up leading to a goal," Slewart said. "It was a big
hit and the goal put us up by two and put them
out ofit."
Paradise added an empty net goal and UND's
Matt Henderson scored a power pl(lY goal with
nine seconds left in the game, putting the final
score at 5-3.
Leitza stopped 23 shots in the win. He said
that defense was a main factor in the win.
"Everyone picked up their guy all night and
that was the difference," Leitza said. 'They had
the puck in our zone a lot, but it was mostly
along the boards where they couldn't do
,anything."
Friday's victory put SCSU in sole possession
of first place in the WCHA, but the Sioux
allowed the Huskies to enjoy the honor for only
one night.
UND took advantage of five first-period
goals en route to a 6-1 victory that gave the Sioux
a share of the WCHA lead once again.
"I felt like we had the same inlensity as
(SCSU) did (Friday), but they just capitalized
right away and took us out of it," said UND head

coach Dean Blais. "Tonight we capitalized and
took their crowd out. of it and just shut them
down."
Jay Panzer put UNO in front 50 seconds into
the game and the Sioux never looked back,
scoring three goals against SCSU sophomore
goalie Tim Lideen in) he first 13:20 of the game.
After the third goal, Dahl put Leitza into the fray.
Leitza allowed two goals in a span of 1:24 to
close out the scoring in the first period.
Henderson scored a short-handed goal at 7:42 of
the second, putting the Sioux up 6-0.
Midway through the third, SCSU sophomore
Brad Goulet checked UND's Mitch Vig from
behind along the boards leaving Vig crumpled on
the ice.
As Brad Goulet was returning to the Husky
bench, Henderson and Tyler Rice left the Sioux
bench and started a two-man war against Brad
Goulet.
All three in the scuffle were charged with 5minute majors and 10-minule disqualification
penalties.
Blais would not comment on the allercation.
Parrish scored SCSU's only goal Saturday on
the. power play, putting the final at 6-1.
The Huskies, enjoyed two sellouts this
weekend, entertaining 6,021 friday and 6,427
Saturday.
"We were glad the fans showed up to cheer us
on," Leitza said. "Tirey really came out and were
loud and that was just great to see."
Next up for the Huskies is a home-and-home
series with the University of Minnesota. SCSU
hosts the Gophers Friday, and travels to Mariucci
Arena in Minneapolis Saturday. Both games are
slated to begin at 7:05 p.m.
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Hoopsters capture big
win, drop heartbreaker
by Rob LaP/ante
$TAFF WRITER

For the second straight North Central
Conference homcstand, the SCSU men's
basketball team got to experience both the highs

and the lows.
After destroying the University of North
Dakota 95-66 Friday, SCSU had less than 24
hours to savor the moment as the Huskies dropped

a heartbrcaker to North Dakota State University
70-67 Saturday.
The Huskies came out scoring Friday, jumping
to an early 15-2 and later 24-4 lead over the Sioux
to start the game.
As the game went on, the Fighting Sioux were
not able to muster any rally and the game finished

exactly ho~ it started, with SCSU on top.
"Like in a he~vyweight fight, (SCSU) gave us
the early round punch and we were reeling the
entire game," UNO head coach Rich Glas said.
"We got off to a nice stan and anytime you can
get off to a quick start like that, it lifts the entire
team," SCSU head coach Butch Raymond said.
Offensively, the Huski'e. had five players
finish with at least 12 points and stopped UNO
standout guard Travis Tuttle.
Senior guard Tony Morrow had the early
assignment in shadowing Tuttle and junior guard
Sean Whitlock took his tum in shutting him down
to a season low eight points.
'The coaches showed us some tapes earlier in
the week on (futtle)," Morrow said. "As Travis
Tuttle goes, UNO goes and we were able to shut
him down."
Morrow and Whitlock not only shut down the
Sioux guard, but also were the Huskies' leading
scorers, combining for 35 points.
SCSU didn't stan Saturday like they did with
the Fighting Sioux, but the Huskies enjoyed a 15-

point first half lead.
After an NDSU timeout with SCSU leading
29-14, the Huskies 15-point lead dwindled to a
mere 33-29 halftime lead.
"We were struggling trying to find the hot hand
tonight," Whitlock said. "We did nothing different
from last night except tonight we couldn't hlt our
shots and as one guy began to miss, the next guy
started to miss."
As the shots were not falling for the Huskies,
the Bison came out in the second half and were
hitting everything in sight, and at one time took a
10-point lead over SCSU.
SCSU pulled to within five points of NDSU,
but didn't get any closer until late in the game
when Whitlock took charge, hitting three straight
3-pointcrs tying the game 65-65.
Ironically, with the score tied 67-67 with the
Huskies getting a loose ball with 35 seconds left
in the game. Whitlock was dribbling in the
backcourt whlle getting the play from the bench,
the Huskies were penalized for a backcourt
violation giving the ball to NDSU with 24 seconds
left.
"It happened, it's over and it's unfortunate,"
Raymond said of the piay. "We made a mistake at
the end, but (Whitlock) carried us on his back and
kept us in the game so you can't blame anybody."
NDSU guard Mark McGehee successfully
made a three-point·shot with a hand in his face to
give the Bison the 70-67 lead with 2.7 seconds
and leaving the Huskies not enough time to get off
a shot from half court.
"I was looking at the coach to check what play
to run, but being a veteran player, I shouldn't have
had that ~ap~n to me," Whitlock said of -the
backourt v1olat1on play. ''Take nothing away from
NDSU. They played a good physical game, which
might have thrown us off a bit. If there is a lesson
to maybe be teamed it's to fight fire with fire."

Shone A. Opat;/Ass!STANT PHOTO EDITOR

•

SC~U ~emor guard Tony Morrow s~ars to the hoop Fri~ay ~gainst the
University of North Dakota. The Huskies defeated the Fighting Sioux 95-66,
but lost to North Dakota State University 7o-67 Saturday. Guard Mike
McGehee hit a three-pointer with 2.7 seconds left to seal the Bison win.

JEFF's
TOTAL BODY. PIERCING

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO
16- 21st Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

For Appointment or Consultation
Call 320-255-7305 or 320-393-2654
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MDA research
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every possible
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Call Health Services for information on
advised immunizations and other travel tips.
Appointments 255-3193
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Injuries, losses continue to phtgue Huskies
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

Despite dropping two more
players to injuries and two more
weekend games, the SCSU
women's basketball team is feeling

pretty good alx>ut their recent play.
The Huskies (5-10 overall, 0-6
North Central Conference) are
already without the services of

sophomore guard Teri Watkins, and
last weekend sophomore forward

Heidi Moberg and freshman guard
Samantha Brant were added lO the
Husky injury list.
SCSU, already without two of
'their top guards, forced sophomore

point guard Katie Shea back into
the lineup despite playing with a
severely bntised knee.
"My knee hasn't been bothering
me at all other then fatigue from not
playing on it as much," Shea said.
The injury-riddled Huskies
hosted and were defeated Friday
night by the second ranked
University of North Dakota 91-73.
Even though the UND margin of
victory was 18 points, the game was
never out of reach for the Huskies.
"For the talent (UND) had, the
ability to stay within five points for
most of the game was outstanding
because the UND team is
excellent," coach Lori Ulferts said.
SCSU got strong first half play
from freshman post Leah Thomsen,
who scored 11 points and grabbed
six rebounds in the first half.
Meanwhile, UND was led by
sisters Tiffany and Jamie Pudenz,
who combined for 36 points in the

Shane A. Opatt/ASSISTANT PHaro EDTTOR

SCSU sophomore Katie Shea steps on Tiffany Pudunz 's hand as they both went for the ball Friday
night. SCSU ended up losing to the University of North Dakota 91-73.
game.
"We knew (UND) was a great
team coming in," said freshman
guard Sarah Brand who finished
with a career high 14 points. "It was
tough to continue to get the injuries
to our key players, but everyone is
trying hard out there."
Sophomore guard
Carrie
McGonigle led SCSU with 16

points.
Saturday, the competition didn't
get any easier as the number one
ranked and defending national
champion North Dakota State
University tried to pad their
rankings against the ailing Huskies.
The Huskies jumped out to an
18-9 lead and continued to maintain
the lead until NDSU captured their

first lead with five minutes left Lo
go in the first half. The Bison
managed to bring a 42-38 lead into
the half despite only four points
from all-NCC center Kasey
Morlock.
·•we did very well tonight in
shutting (Morlock) down," Ulferts
said. "She has a tendency to tum
baseline and we did a good job of

Job Fair '97 is
getting closer!
Get ready for Job Fair '97 by attending the
following programs:
.Tan. 15
Resume Tips from a panel of Job Fair Employers Find out what they look for on cover letters and resumes .

.Tan 29
Image Development Seminar - Get advice on developing a
rofessional image: wardrobe, business etiquette, and controlling
how you 're percieved by employers. ·

.Tan 21
Interviewing Tips from a panel of em,ployers - Find out
what to do before, during, and after an interview. Get tips on what
to do at Job Fair '97.

There's still time to register!
Contact Career Services for registration and more information,
AS 101, 255-2152

shutting that part of her game
down."
Morlock averages 21.3 pqints
per game and the Huskies kept her
silent except for a five minute span
when she scored JO points to begin
the second half.
"I began to get worried a bit
early in the second· half when
(Morlock) went on a,, little bit of a
roll," Ulferts said. "Our team
regrouped and played absolutely
the best that we have played all
year." ·
One reason SCSU was
continually knocking on NDSU's
door, was due lO the play of Shea
The sophomore was do1,1ble and
triple teamed at times, but still
poured in 28 points and five assists.
"I had a lot of confidence out
there," Shea said. "I felt we played
unbelievable tonight and even
though it was another loss, we'll
approach it as a win."
Freshman forward Charysse
Minder scored a career-high 15
points and senior captain Jenny
Rood af'.{ded 11 in the 80-76 defeat.
One positive for SCSU was the
depth the team continµes to show
despite growing pains.
Six Huskies reached doublefigures in scoring over the
weekend.
'That will help us for the
future," Ulferts said about the teams
scoring depth. "Not only has the
scoring stepped up, but it has
stepped up in all areas of the floor."
SCSU next travels to the
University of South Dakota

Don't you want to stand out from the crowd?

Still Deciding?

~

For Career Information

Call

612-654-5089

•
•

Build a concrete foundation for your future.

Qualifications:
• 1 quartcr5 residence hall living experience or equivalent by the end ofwint cr quancr
• 2.25 cumulative GPA by the end of wimN quarter
• 36crcditscompletedbythccndofspringqua rt"r
• Activccampusinvolvcmcm and/or lcadershipcxpcricncc

Application folders available at the following locations:

SJ:CLOUDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE
/oIJA Am,P>blc htilit1 MflunatlHAa.lo4/Eq..J Qppo,tunicy Bduamaad Bmployct

• Residential Life Office (Carol Hall)
• Front desks of all re.1 idcncc halls
• University Org-.mizations (Atwood)
• American lntfon Center (905. Fifth Ave. Souch)
• Minority Studcm Progrnms (Atwood)
• Richard R. Gre<::n H0<1sc (809 Fourth Ave. South)
• Center for International Studies (520 Fifth Ave. South)

Do you have any questions about the position?
• Campus- wide information s,,s.sion: •
Tuesday, Jan. 14th at 4:00 pm, Atwood Litrle Themre
•[nd ividunlrcsidencehalls,,s.sions·

Are you a
frugal
gourmet?

Ski Special
If you think
that all churches are alike,
you haven't
been to Newman.

'our Newman Catholic
Community welcomes you
Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday, 9.a.m., 11:ISa.m .8p.m.
Mass & Events 251-3261
Office 251-3260

ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION
ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION t\CTJON ACTION
ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTlbN ACTION
ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION
ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION
ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION
ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION
ACTION ACT!ON ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION
ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ~CTlON
ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION
ACTION ACTION ACTION AC TION ACTION ACTION ACTION ACTION

Every Sun & Wed Evenings
(4 pm to close)
Lift ticker •••••••••••.... $9.00
Ski Rental Package ... $9.00

Powder
Ridge Ski Area
·
Kimball

We IMlVer Deltc10us to Your Door'

25)-996)
8 N. 5TH AVl ST ClOUD

For info call 320-398-7200 or 1-800-348-7734

~ - OUT N\<JR;E TI-lAH
TI-IE StM TI-as GUJ'AAT-ER

ENJOY (liroolde
ur~RSITY
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Trivia blow-out offers fui,, bondirig
by Murlah Miller
Looking

for

a

cure

Minnesota's

infamous

fever?"

Frustrated

monotonous

winter

for

"cabin

with

weather?

· Trivia is out' there.
In the spirit of education,
teamwork
and
community
involvement, KVSC 88. 1 FM
sponsors
its
annual
trivia

.

weekend.
Since 1980, learns have been
coming together at the coldest time
of the year in pursuit of the ultimate

trivia challenge. This is not to be
confused with a JO-minute game
show, "Jeopardy" fans.
These teams spend 50 straight
hours together searching, digging

and phoning for exact answers in
order to receive points for the
team.
The

contest becomes

very

intense and challenging for its
participants, who will go to great

lengths to find an answer, according
to past volunteers and participants.
"We had a team call Australia
at 3 a.m. to find out who their
weight-curling
champion
was," said Jo McMullen, station
manager of KVSC. "Another
team called and woke the
university's president in the middle
of the night to fi nd out what was
written on the plaque in his
office."
In order to coordinate the event,
KVSC will be using 12 trivia
hotlines, four administrative
cellular
phone
lines
and
computerized scoring. More than
100 volunteers will be working
toward
trivia
weekend's
success.
There are 10 questions each
hour for 50 hours. Each team is

allowed two guesses per telephone
call, and each question has a txiint
value. In the end, the team with the
most points wins.
Teams consist not only of SCSU
faculty, staff ,and students, but
include people from across the
co\Jntry. It has' gradually become
more of a community event with
more than 1,000 people involved
yearly.
All types of people take part in
the trivia weekend. The defe nding
champions are GDI, a team
consisting of SCSU professors. St.
Cloud Times reporters and SCSU
alumni.
Another team, "Pigs are Us" is
composed of St. Cloud police
officers, jailers and St. Joseph
police officers.
In c_ooperation with KVSC,
"Pigs are Us" raised $450 for the
family of Brian Klinefelter, the St.
Joseph police officer who was slain
last year.
"We also had a team that was
made up . by fami ly members;
the mother sewed all of their
trivia t-shirts into a quilt,",
McMullen said.
KVSC's vo.lunteers are kept
busy answering 12 lines in the
Swanson Reading Room in
Stewart Hall, as well as
putting team's songs and
poetry readings on. the air.
In addition, parts of the
contest are aired on UTVS
Channel 6, the campus television
station.
Trivia volunteers are fed from a
food shelf supplied by local
restaurants and delis. Shifts are
three hours long, "'.ith a total
of
15
hours
for
the
weekend.
KVSC feature s an in-house

File photo

KVSC disc jockey Chad Lian spent the Saturday afternoon hours of Trivia Fair 1996 in the
station's studio. Lian also worked in the Phone Bank. Volunteer positions are currently open.
band playing hot music with
lyrics changed to be about
trivia.
"Most .volunteers get addicted
to the intensity and fun of

the contest, and some even stay
the entire 50 hours," McMullen
said. ''After all, it is something fun
to do in St. Cloud during February,"
she said.

"The T Files" begins at 5 p.m.,
Feb. 7 and continues until 7 p.m,
Feb. 9. Registration packets and
voluntrer infonnation are available
at KVSC, located in the basement of

Sports enthusiasts reap collecting benefits
Card collections prove enjoyable and profitable for young and old
by Brian Wierima
STAFF WRITER

Did you know sports heroes, who make
millions and millions of dollars, can actually
make the common sports fanatic money?
They do if one has been collecting sports'
cards.
The hobby of collecting sports cards has
been popular since professional sports have
been played. From Yallkee star Mickey
Mantle to Chicago Bull great Michael Jordan,
card collecting has been a mainstay over the
years for kids and collectors alike.
Card collecting can be fun and profitable.
In the Beckett price guide, Mantle's rookie
card is worth $8,200 and Jordan's rookie card
is worth $1,000.
Point in case. 22-year-old Brad Eckhoff
was looking through a Beckel! price guide
one day last year and saw a Jordan card he
remembered he collected when he was a kid.
He went back home to discover not one, but
two Jordan rookie cards in a shoe box in his
closet.
In the 1986-87 Fleer Basketball set, which

Eckhoff collected, there are rookie cards of
Charles Barkley ($100), Clyde Drexler ($60),
Joe Dumars ($20), Patrick Ewing ($50), Karl
Malone ($70), and Akeem Olajuwon ($130).
The set is worth $1,100 according to the Tuff
Stuff price guide.
Eckhoff has most of the set, and doubles
of some of them as well, he said.
"I just laugh whenever I think about it,"
Eckhoff said.
Brian Baker, an employee of Sports Cards
and Collectibles in the Crossroads Centre,
said the scarcity, the technology put into the
card and the player are the main factors
putting value to a card. He said· their store
strictly uses the Beckett price guide to price
their cards.
"Beckett has a dealer network where they
observe prices from (dealers) arid they have
an average high and low," Baker said.
The hot selling cards at Sports Cards and
Collectibles usually have a connection with
Minnesota, Baker said.
'There's more of a Minnesota 'flavor in
various cards," Baker said. 'The Kirby
Pucketts and (Iimberwolf Kevin) Garnetts

are going to be a little hotter than other cards.
(Packer Brett) Farve is aJso hot now."
Scott Golembeck, the manager of K.G.
Sports Cards, also u~ the Beckett guide to
price his cards. He agrees Minnesota pro
athletes sell better than other cards.
"Garnett and (fimberwolf Stephon)
Marbury cards are doing well;' Golembeck
said.
Golembeck said the Jordan rookie card is
also a hot item. He just sold five rookie
Jordan cards at $1,000 a piece.
The sports card market fluctuates much
with how many cards are produced. Baker
explained
in · 1987-89,
companies
overproduced cards and the values changed
as well.
Overproduction explains why the 1983
Marcus Allen rookie card is worth only $30
according to the January edition of Beckett.
Allen's card was double printed, allowing a
large quantity of cards to filter through lo the
public.
According to the January edition of
Beckett, overproduction of football cards
affected the prices greatly. For instance,

Beckett had the Topps set of 19~ priced at
$180 with the Dan Marino rookie card
highlighting the set ($ 135). The Topps set of
1986 is also priced at $180 with the Jerry
Rice rookie card highlighting the
set ($110).

After overproduction of cards started in
1987, set prices dropped tremendously in the
Beckett guide. The Topps set of 1989, with
rookie cards such as Michael Irvin ($1.50),
Thunnan Thomas ($2), and Chris Carter
($1.50) isl worth $12 in the Beckett guide.
But the overproduction of cards
revolutionized sports cards, with insen cards
being produced more than ever, Baker
said.
"By the time of 1990 (the card companies)
got into the insert craze," Baker said. "After
that it seemed there was something
different."

Topps Finest came around in 1993 and

Go TO SPORTS CARDS, PAGE 15 •
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Overseas holiday chance to explore
by Nicole Wimberger
OVERSEAS COLUMNIST

The holidays in another culture
- a little different to say the least.

True, here in Alnwick, England,
the basic language is
the same and the
country is basically
Christian, so for thls
Christian, Christmas
won't pass by
without some
reminder or an
American Christmas.

However, the traditions
surrounding the English holidays
are a bit different than what I have
experienced in the United States.
First Or all, the Christmas
decorations arrived in the stores
around Halloween.

My first reaction was, "Gosh,
can't the stores even wait until
Thanksgiving is over?" But then I
was so kindly reminded by a
friend, "Hello, we're in England,
they don't have Thanksgiving." I
guess I was grateful for that wann
reminder.

of its session, that is, when the
King (James I) was present. They
wanted to replace the entire
government, no big deal. Well,
they were caught and the English
have been celebrating the failure of
the Catholics with
a bonfire (to roast
a stuffed Guy
Fawkes, the
explosives expert
in the plot) and
fireworks.
Hereat
Alnwick Castle,
the Duke had a bonfire and
fireworks for his employees and'
invited us. The entire event was a
little like the Fourth of July
without the Star Spangled Banner
played at the end of the fireworks.
It's amazing. People know when
the fireworks are over without the
national anthem.

Before the American
Thanksgiving celebration, that is,
on November 5, the English
celebrate Guy Fawkes Day.

On Thanksgiving, however,
approximately 20 of the 56 of us
staying in the castle managed to
have a turkey dinner. It was
delicious, but the holidays didn't
seem to have arrived yet. Perhaps
it was the fact that we were
celebrating the success of the
pilgrims' life in a country they fled
from. Or perhaps, it was just the
fact that we were away from our
homes and families.

This is a celebration of the
failure of the Gunpowder Plot in
1605. This was a plan by a group
of Catholics to blow up the
English Parliament on the first day

At that point, I decided not to
even try to have a Christmas like I
was used to in the States. I was
going to have a true English
Christmas. True, Christmas had

not yet arrived, but I began to try
everything I had heard of that was
typicaJ!y "English."
I raided the grocery store and
bought mince pies, spotted dick
(don't snicker, that's the name
printed on the box!) and Yorkshire
pudding.
;
First, I tried the mince pies.
Okay, well I examined them before
I tried them. They looked like little
pies with nonnal crust. Then I
broke one open. They were brown .
and gooey on the inside. Hey, if
the British eat these, I have to at
least try them.
So, I took a bite. Fruity, not
bad. After my friends and I had
finished the pies (they were only
about two inches in diameter, it
wasn't that much!) I read
the directions, cooking
directions. Whoops, maybe
they would've been better
cooked.
So we tried the spotted
dick.It was a little tan
cake with raisins in it. This
time I read the directions
before we ate it. Cook,
they said, for two minutes.
Luckily, it was in the
microwave. Good deal!
And it tasted fine, too, like
a heavy raisin bread.

try. Then we were told to put gravy
on it. What? How disgusting:
gravy on something sweet. Ah, but
it's not a dessert at all, it's like a
bread that rises and then falls into
the shape of a bowl. Interesting.
So, I've tried the local holiday
fare. Well, some of it anyway. But
there are other traditions I'm still
learning about.

the fun is pulling the cracker apart.
To open it, the ends must be pulled
_apart and a strip containing
something like fireworks inside the
cracker, cracks (hence, the name).
I tell you this because, well, I
was a bit disappointed at first with
my crackers.

A friend and I tried to pull a
cracker. Well, it didn't pop, so we
For example, the stores have
just o~ned it like a regular piece
begun to carry holiday "crackers."
of candy, a little upset that our
venture hadn't worked. But then
No, you don't eat them. They
range in size but look basically like some people around the castle
showed us how the cracker works.
a wrapped piece of taffy. They are
The cheap toys inside are fun, but
cylinders of paper twisted on both
• it was definitely more fun to crack
ends.
the fireworks. Now, I understand
Inside is generally a cheap toy
what the English children like
(depending on how much money
about these crackers.
the cracker costs ... for a couple
Aslwritethis,thercis .
still about one more week
until Christmas and I have a
lot more of the English
holiday to experie_nce.

... I decided not to even
try to have a Christmas
like I was used to in the

I have yet to try a

-~;:~;~~i7~!~~~::;;;r
::;.;~";':.:i'c=~\aie

States. I was going to have
a true English Christmas.

The Yorkshire pudding was the
final sweet. It looked like a brown
bread bowl. (Do I see a brown
theme here?) So, it's not Jell-0
pudding, but I was still willing to

of thousand pounds - multiply that
by about I.7 for dollars - you can
find diamond jewelry in your
cracker) and a joke, some have
party hats or candy inside, 100. But

WINTER QUARTER PASSES

christmas tree ornaments
until Christmas (okay, so I
snuck one). As I attempt to
discover the holidays
around me, I wish everyone
a safe and happy season, wherever
in the world you spend it.

1/2

Beginning_Monday, Jan. 13th
AvaHable at Atwood Main Desk

At

0

For more information, call 251-RIDE

.....
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Best, worst 1996 music reflects y~ar's course
by Jeff pahler

and the Heartbreakers playing back-up and

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

;~e!~~g~~i~:~~~~~. c:;?.l,vS:~~~ike

The 365 days of 1996 came to a

Everywhere" along with new songs like

screeching halt recently, and though my
New Year's hangover is long
gonemymemoriesofagood

year are still quite vivid. 1996
had its ups and downs, like all
years do, and the music industry
mirrored this trend to perfection.

~

"Rowboat" (written by Beck), Cash releases
-

@@@~

.

.

a CD that deserves to be on
millionsofCDracksarciundth'e

: nation.
·

. '~
·
·

I would like to take this
..
opportunity to share with you
,
some -of my personal highs and
·· ·
lows from the year that was. To
do so, I will list my ten favorite
CD's released in I 996, and
•
fini.sh with the five releases (why highlight
as many of the bad) that arc better suited as
ice scrappers or pot holders.

8. Wtlco - "Being There"
Consisting of a few fonner

members of Uncle Tupelo, Wilco
,,
released its second excellent
· · · release in as many years. "Being
·.' lbere," a double-disk release
/
highlighting the country-rock
band's musical and lyrical talents. .
It is a mellow album that can be listened to
at any time.
7. Mark Knop8er - "Golden Heart"

The good
10. John Mellencamp - "Mr. Happy

Go Lucky''
This is an odd CD to say the least. On
"Mr. Happy Go Lucky," Mellencamp has
some great songs like "Key West
Intemiezw" and "Just Another Day." but
also some real weak songs. But because
Mellencamp is such a great artist, who
seems to change his style of music for every
CD, this album is definitely worth a ''top ten
of the year'' vote from me.

9. Johnny Cash - "Unchained"
The man in black came back in 1996. A
long-time staple of ttie country music
business, Cash showed in "Unchained" why
he is considered a legend. With Tom Petty

With much success, fonner front man of
Dire Straits Mark Knopfler reieased his first
solo effort ,"Golden Heart". The release
sounds a lot like his old band, but so What.
They were good. With songs like "Darling
Pretty" and "Imelda" Knopfler shows why
Dire Straits were as successful as they

6. Tom Petty - Soundtrack for ''She's
the One"
Tom Petty has been one of my favorites
for a long time. He is an excellent song
writer and musician and makes music that is
fun to listen to.
At that, it is no surprise his latest release
(a movie soundtrack, and from what I've
been t0ld, the only good thing aOOut the
movie), "She's the One," is gre,at.

5. David Gray - ''Sell; Sell, Sell"
Most people arc probably wondering,
"who the ·hell is this guy?" If you haven't
heard of him, check him out. In "Sell, Sell,
Sell," Gray mixes an acoustic guitar with a
Scottish accent to produce what could
possibly be the best song of-the year,
"Gutters Full of Rain."
4. Counting Crows • ''Recovering the
Satellites''
For quite some time I refused to like the
Counting Crows. I don't know why -they
play meaningful music that is enjoyable and
easy to listen to. I was sold on the band's
talent after listening to my roommate's
"Recovering the Satellites," the band's latest
release. The band mixes sometimes wacky
music with lead singer Adam Duritz's whiny
(in a good way.just trust me on this one)
voice to create an unbelievable album.
3. Tracy Chapman - ''New Beginning"

Singer/ songwriter, Tracy Chapman,
plays music with as much feeling and heart
as any-person ever involved with music. in
"New Beginning," Chapman docs not stray.
"Give Me One Reason,'' is as good as any
song released in '96. This extremely mellow
CD is excellent for those days when you just
want to stay in the house all day and take it
easy.

music with lyrics that stick in your head like
Bazooka Joe bubble gull) to your cheeks
after the popping of that monster bubble.
1. Dave Matthew's Band - ''Crash"

I love these guys. ''Crash" is the band's
third CD and I feel it is their best Songs like
"So Much to Say" and ''Crash Into ~~"
show how much fun the band has playing.
The band plays fast up-beat music"\vith
lyrics that are sometimes off-the-wall and
some times drop-dead serious. Anyone who
has not had a chance to check out this CD
should put some time aside and do so, but
beware because ifyoo do you'll find
yourseir dancing around the room having the
time of your life.

The bad
Here are what I believe to be the worst
CD's of the year. Because I think they are
almost nightmarish I will not waste any
valuable ink explaining why I feel the way I
do about them. So here they are.
5. Hootie and the Blowfish - "Fair

Weather JoJ,.n<:nn"
4. Sheryl CCOW -SelfTitled
3. Beatles-Anthology 2 or 3

2. Wallflowers - ''Bringing Down the
Horse"

Though their songs "6th Avenue
Heartache" and "One Headlight" arc as
overplayed as a bad episode of''Who's the
Boss," Jakob Dylan (son of Bob) and the
rest of the band put together a superb CD.
The Wallflowers play an upbeat style of rock

2. REM - ' 'New Adventures in
Hi-Fi"

1. Los Del Rio - ''Me Mi Gusta" (might
have been released in 95, but the
Macarena,the worst song ever made, did not
explode until this year).

SUMMER-FALL RENTALS

4 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Quiet, convenient locations
Cl.ASSIC 500 &

RIVER RIDGE APTS.

D Off-street Parking D Controlled Access
D Dishwasher
□ Microwave

D

Tuck-under Parking

D Laundry

□ Mini Blinds

D

Free Basic Cable

D
D
D
D

Ind. Locked Bc!rrns
Air Conditioning
Heat/Water Paid
On-site Caretaker

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

• 363-7797
• 4 rope tows

Kristine White/ STAFF PH(l[OGRAPHER

Sports Cards and Memorabilia at Crossroads Center carries numerous cards, including a Mickey
Mantel card worth $450 and and a Babe Ruth card valued at $1200.

Sports cards
Topps Finest came around in
1993 and they put more technology
into cards causing the companies to
raise t~e pack prices, Baker
explained. Now, with all the
different types of cards and bninds,
collectors can specialize.
In the October 1996 Sports Card
Trader, there are over 200 different
sets of all the four major sports:
football, baseball, basketball, and
hockey. Doug Kale, editor of Sports
Card Trader, wrote the challenge of
· collecting sets is no more, but the
"excitement" now is in trying to get
arareinserf card.
Baker said there are over 90
different rookie cards of Garnett
alone.

PAGE

• Lighted hills that range from mild
to wild!
• Warm chalet and snack bar
• $8 for adults $6 for children
• $6 for groups of 20 or more
• 2 New snow-boarding hills

13

Not all cards of famous athletes upswing after a slump. Golembeck
get their due credit. Cards of credits the technology of photo
offensive linemen, kickers/punters quality and print quality for the
and defensive players in football are upswing.
not as popular, so the value is less
But with all'the value on a card,
Baker explaincd."fhey don't come card collecting still belongs to the
across as very flashy, glitzy and hobbyist. ''The speculating part of
glamorous and basically, the people the market has really dried up,''
that collect the cards aren't really Golembeck said. "It's more of the
looking for defense," Baker said. pure hobbyist involved now."
"They're looking for more of the
• Golembeck said he believes
Emmitt Smiths and Aikmans so that collecting cards should stay with
you can see their perfomiance."
the hobbyist and noi for profit.
A rookie John Elway card is "(Everyone) , should collect the
valued at $45 compared to a players they like. Don't worry
Mike Singletary rookie card which about making money. Collect the
values at $5, Beckett said..
players you watch play and players
Golembeck said the card you
might
think
will
collecting business is on an do well down the road."

r----------------------,
SCS SPECIAL:
I

I
I
I

BUY TWO TOW TICKETS
GET ONE FREE!!!

~---------- --

Private parties with beverage may
reserve the hill only after 9 pm.

I
I

--------~
Open 12 - 9pm
everyday

4 Miles .south of St. Joe on Cty. Rd. 2 until
Junction 160, then right 1 mile
THIS COUPON NOT VALID ON PRIVATE PARTIES
OR WITH OTHER SPECIALS
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Winter pedestrians,
drivers must be
more careful
Pedestrians face many hazards as they travel through the city
and campus, and during winter months, they face even greater
danger.
Students crossing 6th Street S. on campus pose a problem,
especially during the winter months.
The road being referred to is the road between Atwood
Memorial Center and Garvey Commons on campus. This road
has some of the highest.travelled crosswalks on the SCSU
campus, which l:x:com:_e completely _obscured by compacted
snow and ice in the winter, making it difficult for drivers to see
where pedestrians are going to cross the road.
A serious accident is bound to happen, if it hasn't already.
Pedestrians have the right-of-way while crossing the street, but
they must be aware of the conditions drivers are facing. Huge
snow piles cut down both curb visibility and the width of the
road itself. The road surfaces are treacherously slippery, making
quick stops nearly impossible.
Another complication of this particular crosswalk are the
Metro Bus stops. Buses pick students up at this location,
making it even more difficult to see whether someone is
crossing the road. When buses are parked for pickup they act as
a barrier. Pedestrians wa1k in front of or behind the buses in
order to move across the street. They are invisible until the
mom~nt they step into the street.
By this time drivers, regardless of whether they are travelling
at the speed limit or not, do not have sufficient time to stop or
slow down for the crossing pedestrian. Combining that with the
poor condition of the campus roads, stopping on a dime in order
to let a pedestrian pass is not a reality.
To make matters worse, the street is also poorly lit during the
night hours.
The university needs to take immediate action. It needs to
take this problem into hand and put up flashing lights to remind
00th drivers and pedistrians of the crosswalk locations. Because
this campus is in a state with harsh winters, these weather
conditions must be taken into account.
If this problem is ignored, it's only a matter of time before
someone gets into a seriOus. accident. The safety of students,
faculty and staff should be a primary concern of the university.
The responsible parties.,should examine this issue carefully.
Regardless of what provisions the university makes, there are
still things pedestrians and drivers can do to prevent accidents.
Since we are all pedestrians at sorhe point, and often drivers,
there isn't a person on this campus to which this advice should
not apply.
Pedestrians must be observant while crossing the street.
Remj!mber when our parents told us· to look both ways - twice
- before crossing the street? As corny as it sounds, it's hard to
argue with that advice.
.
As mentioned previously, the roads on campus and in the city
are more suilep to skis than vehicles, and because of this, quick
stops aren't possible. Oon't step into the road if you see
something trundling toward you. It's almost certain the person
driving tl).e vehicle would rather nOt hit you, but cannot stop on
adim_e..
Drivers, take it easy. Ease off the accelerator. There are few •
things on this campus worth injuring yourself or dying for, so
take a little more time. Barreling past Atwood and skidding into
a snowbank is not going to improve your travel time. And be
&areful of those people slipping across the road. Remember, it
could easily be you.
Common sense is the rule. If it's risky, don't. The rule of the
road should not be: "I think I can make it."
·

STAFF OPINION
ROBERT KRAEMER, Ass/STANT MANAGING EDITOR

Sacred symbols, not mascots
Reservation, leaving an
Often times I have heard it • had done a 180 degree tum.
innocent man jailed and a
said that college changes a
The first quarter was spent
person's outlook. But for me,
on African American issues.
whole people in turmoil_.
one of the biggest changes
Being considerably better
I ask myself now; could it
actua11y occured during my
covered in textbooks than
have rea11y been me who, five
senior year of high school.
American Indian issues, I was years ago, wrote that
degrading, self-righteous
Exactly three years prior to fannilliar with much of what
garbage? The answer is yes.
that time, a lowly
- - - - - we learned;
But it wasn't until I took
freshman sat in a
hardships of life as a
socia1 studies class.
slave, the slave trade, that class that I learned what
sacred symbols mean to
Thinking he had
legalities of
individua1 tribes and truly
superior writing
desegregation. But
skills, a knack for
when the second half began to understand what it
must be like to see one's
articulating hiS
of the curriculum
a1ready fragile culture and
thoughts, and
began, I di.d not
know what I was in
image commercialized,
bearing the
caricatured and treated with
conservative views
for.
of his father, the young boy
We began to learn about all little respect.
took a simple assignment and
the treaties that had
I have learned that some
things are simply not funny.
ran with it.
continuously been broken
To all of those who
He persisted that the
leaving tribes homeless and
subscribe to the view that
struggle over the
starving, about the trickecy
"they're symbols, it's not a big
appropriateness of American
involved in getting chiefs to
deal," or who say, "why do
Indian symbolism in the sports sign these treaties, and the
they have to
world was asinine. What were indecency of
make such a
they so mad about?
man including
In a two page paper.he
Custer's boast,
big deal out of
it?;" ask
went off about how American "If they're (the
Indian groups were being
Nitive
yourself why
I have learned you make such
overly sensitive and the
Americans) so
professional teams were using hungry,-let
that some things a big deal
these names for the purpose of them eat dung."
changing
are simply not about
it.I would
pride.
We watched
think it to be,
The truth is, that lowly
videos daily
funny.
freshman was me ·and in all
if nothjng
narrating the
more, common
honesty I cannot even say that mistreatment of
courtesy to change something
I was, at that time, politically
American Indian people. And
correct enough to even use the much like the trials of African that so apparently makes
term American Indian. •
American peoples, this ill
others uncomfortable. Is that
treatment was not something
really so much to ask?
My .senior year a class was
"What's in a name? That
offered in minority studies. By that suddenly ended with the
this time my views had
hurricane of brotherly love.
which we .call a rose by any
already slightly altered, but by The hatred and prejudice
other name would smell as
sweet."- William
the end of the semester thewould carry into the I970s
class left my head spinning. I
with the dispute at Pine Ridge Shakespeare

• •
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This just in: It's

Freedom of expr~sion should
winter in Minnesota not be used to harm women•
There were two plane crashes, the legislature was starting up, two
people were murdered and two wi.re killed in accidents - one involving
a busload of kids. But what do you suppose led the Twin Cities news
segments last week? That's right. It was that mysterious thing that until a
few years ago was called winter in Minnesota..
"Let's go first to the weather room where we have fancy equipment
and a personable meteorologist and get a look at what's happening."
· Five minutes later I sit perplexed about so.me snow or sleet that might
come sometime around 2 a.m. and may make the morning commute a
real bear. I'll have to wait another 11 minutes for a shot of the radar and
details on what I can actually expect.
My friend Johnson is right. There is too much emphasis on the
Weather these days.
Weather reports used to be two--minute ordeals from a guy with a rug
on his head or simply the temperature and
snowfall amounts in a tiny space in the paper.
Now&
Now it can be the bulk of a newscast or a banner
THEN
headline with more wild predictions than
Nostradamus and tales of woe that hint at
stupidity more than acts of God.
Weather happens. We simply need to endure it,
not treat it like a first date.
Johnson did a little leg work for his recent
thesis. He humped down to the library and looked
up old newspaper clippings from 1975. In January
of that year we had what is known in some circles
as the Super Bowl blizzard. It wasn't like the one
most of the state suffered last week. This was a
big wet kiss of several inches -of snow over the
BYMIKE
big football weekend. The wind blew and the
CREGER
snow was ceaseless. Big story, eh?
Johnson had a hard time finding any details on
what we agreed was ''the" storm of our childhood. A Twin.Cities paper
mereiy reported the snow depths and warned about the stuff blowing
around and making more of a ~s - on page 5 of the metro section.
Johnson called me from his St. Paul home in the middle of last week.
"You OK out there?" Johnson asked.
"Yeah, what gives," I said.
"I'm watching the news. Sounds like widespread panic throughout
central Minnesota," Johnson said.
I chuckled. Just before Johnson called I was wondering if he was
alright. "Heard you might have glare ice in the cities. Maybe even some
black ice by morning."
We mentioned our mutual feelings about the weather and both
wondered why every report on TV was about the probabilities of
something happening in the metro area. "If they really want to tell a
weather story, it's out here," I said. "It's not much, but at least we have
snow on the ground."
"I don't know why you folk in the hinterlands even tune in. It's not
about outstate," Johnson said.
We both sighed. Johnson and I grew up in rural areas far from the
lights of the Twin Cities. We have grown distrustful after so many
ignorant reports laced with the P.acifying buzz words: greater Minnesota.
up north, just south-east-west-north.
My family was snowed in for five days during the 1975 winter assault.
This was not news. The only thing we needed to watch was whether the
snow plow had gone by or not. Sure, it's nice to know other people are
socked in like you but that's what the telephone is for, or snowmobiles.
We ate food stored from our five-acre garden, dug paths to the barn to
take care of the animals and watched the Super Bowl as one big, snowedin bunch. Seven kids can never get bored, even without the advent of
video cassettes.
We built huge snow forts with ice sheet skylights. We held recreations
of World War II with snowballs. We went sledding down a steep, wicked
run out behind the barn. When the plow finally did come, we raced to the
ditch and ducked as its wake buried us.
·
."I feel sorry for kids today,'' Johnson said last week. "How can they
decide which storm was their 'big one.' Every week there's a new one."
I agreed. The balloting would be tough with the media influence.
''They're running scared," I said. "We were taught to use the weather as
an advantage, an extra blip on the childhood radar - a freebie. Now,
every storm is a nightmare and should be avoided at all costs. No one is
expected to actually endure it by spending a quiet few days at ·home."
Maybe someday we can all live in the Mall of America. Then
everyone could appreciate my dream forecast: It's cold. It might snow.
Find a good parlor game and stay home with your loved ones. Good
night.
Johnson called again over the weekend.
"Eleven below up there last night, eh?You make it through?"
I felt like a naked Benedict Arnold. "Went and saw a band last night."
"Really! Were they any good?''
·
;.
"Parking was a real pain," I said.

I'd like to respond to Christopher Cody's
letter against banning pornography. It appears
he still needs it explained to him that women in
pornography are shown being abused. Just
because some men appear nude in photographs
does not put all men at the risk of violence that
women are at. The fact that he seems relatively
ignorarit of the content of pornographic
materials may be in his favor, but it doesn't
really make him an expert.
He claims that violence is perpetrated by
"unstable people." Does that make it less of a
threat? Who does he think makes up the
majority of the audierice for what he calls
"dirty magazines?'' Normal, healthy people?
And I can't even believe he wants to blame the
mothers of criminals for their acts! I won't
even touch that.
He's right to value his free speech rights;

they do extend into visual means of expression.
But I don't think anyone.wants to ban nudity
altogether. Freedom of expression is a delicate
thing, nothing we can push all the way one
way or the other. Freedom of speech is a right
as long as it puts no one in danger.
I hope Mr. Cody took a careful look at the
article on Brenda Dilly in the Jan. 10 issue; his
letter made me go back and actually read the
article. Too bad he couldn't have read it before
he spouted off his unfounded opinions. Maybe
he would've known the difference between
harmful pornography and a Victoria's Secret
calalog. Maybe it's encouraging that he doesn't
know.
Clare Frohrip
Junior
English

Pornography promotes violence
In iesponse to Christopher
Cody's Jan. IO letter to the
editor ("Banning pornography
won't end violence against
women"), I would like to
express my support for the
members of Women's
Equality Group, (WEG) who
organize the weekly protests
at the "adult" bookstore.
Pornography supports
women hating/misogyny.
Degrading images of women
as objects or fragmented body
parts convey that women are
not whole people but rather
"things" to fulfill men's sexual
fantasies. Pornography
promotes sexual violence.
Images correlating women
with violence promote
unhealthy sexual relationships
In which force and violence
(and rape) are normal and
have positive consequences.

Victims are portrayed as
enjoying being violated,
supporting the rape myth that
''no" means "yes" and that
women deserve and enjoy
rape.
Pornography does cause
sexual violence against
women and children. 1.2
million children are sexually
molested and then
filmed/photographed each
year. Seventy-seven to 87
percent of the molesters.admit
imitating sexual behavior from
pornographic material. In
more than half of sexual
assault cases, pornography is
used before or during the
crime. Many women and
children appearing in
pornographic material are not
paid or even forced·at
gunpoint to perform sexual
acts. As for equality, the naked

men are often the ones forcing
the degrading behaviorthey have the power in the
situation.
Would banning .
pornography completely end
violence against women?
Probably not. Propaganda
promoting violence against
women is found in numerous
other aspects of our society.
However, it would make a
difference to thousands of
women and children who are
victims of pornography and
pornography-initiated crimes
every day. Keep up the good
work, WEG. I encourage all
students to join WEG in their
weekly demonstrations.
Tonya Faundeen
Senior

Biomedical science

Poro displays negative stereotypes
This is a response to the gentleman who
wrote about the pornography protest. First, Mr.
Cody, yes, there are naked men in pornos.
However, the likelihood that they were
drugged, coerced or manipulated to be there is
less than that of women in pornos.
Second, yes, people cause violence.
However, females are portrayed in society as
low~r and subservient. Stereotypes are
intensified in pornography, Through pornos,
and magazines of explicitly bad taste, some
men may find their reasoning is starting to
consist of, "why isn't my girlfriend cooperating
the way she is supposed to?" This can lead to
feelings of betrayal, rejection and anger. Do
you see the correlation?
Third, once again you're right in your
statement that the human body is nothing to be
ashamed of. Neither is sex for that matter, if it

is wanted and healthy. Seeing flesh shouldn't
make a difference in whether or not a man
respects women. However, for you to say, "If
every mother taught her son...." Um, excuse
me? What about fathers? What about both
parents taking res1xmsibility and providing
healthy role models? Bad men are not always
the result of bad mothers. That is a blame
placed by society that needs to, once and for
all, be forgotten.
Finally, Mr. Cody, I feel that \lictoria's
Secret is a tastefully done catalog. If you see
something "dirty" in those catalogs, perhaps
you need some additional help with your
inadequacy issues.
Teresa Green
Junior
Graphic design
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Housing
1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,
water, garbage and parking. On-site
laundry, on Campus Clipper bus
line. 654-8300.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.
2-4-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
Joint or individual leases. Rent

starts at $190. Heat, water and
basic cable included. Plug-ins
available with reseJVed parking.
Laundry facilities, mini blinds in each
room, Iarge rooms. HIGH POINT
APARTMENTS UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT. 654-8300.

2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,
new carpet, new linoleum, new

~:~e~e;t,;~~\:~.!! gS:l~gr:~~hd

parking with plug-ins. Available
now!! 654-8300

4-BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. Dishwa5her, large
rooms, two-baths. $220/month per
peJSon. 255-9262.

Classifieds

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in house. New, close
to SCSU. $179/month, with men.
251-8284, 251-9418.
BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm.apt. available 2/1. Near
Cobom's and downtown. $300$350. Heat paid. Dan, 251-1925.
BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm. apts. near D.T. and
Cobom's. Twelve month leases
beginning 6/1 or 9/1. $320-$360.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.
Immediately and 2/1. One and twobdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud JNCT.
Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan, 251-1925.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on
bus line. $390, twelve month !ease.
$450, nine month lease. JNCT. Hwy.
1Oand 23. Dan, 255-9163.
BEST SUBLEASE DEAL
on 5th Ave. Immediate openings,
men and women. Usually
$219/month, now $179/month thru
May. Private room, free cable,
individual lease, low deposit. 2590977.

m

Policies:

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five(~) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
are per issu_e.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. FonnS are inside the door.
All classified ads must 1;,e prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during nonnal business hours.

apt. in West Stone Hill Apts. March
1. $270/month. All amenities
included except electric. Washer
and dryer in apt. Call (612) 4297047.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the most.
complete selection for you. Dan,
255-9163.
HOUSES, GREAT LOCATIONS.
Quality living. 2-bdrm. -13 bdrm.
Heat paid, responsible and
respectful young adults. Dan, 2559163.
HOUSING.
'97-98 school year. 255-9163.
NEAR CAMPUS EFFECIENCY
for subleaser. $255/month. All
utilities included. Private bathroom
and parking included. Available
March 1. Call 654-9827.

PRffiNANCY
1ESTING.

NICE ROOMS FOR RENT
with shared common area, Includes
microwave, dishwasher, most
utilities. 259-9673.
NORTH CAMPUS.
Three-four-bdrms. with decks, close
to campus. Garages, security,
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid.
Resutts, 253-0910.
OLYMPIC II.
Three-four-bdrms. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdrm. split units with
t,,.,,o full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
SF "Jrity, garages and ports. Heat
pc Resutts. 253--091 O.

97-98 HOUSING.
MPM. Dan, 255-9163.
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
2-bdrm.-13 bdrm. houses. 1bdrm.-4
bdrm. apts. D~n, 255-9163.
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
45 locations. Houses, apt. houses
and apt. buildings. Responsible and
respectful young adults wanted.
Dan, 255-9163.

BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdrm. near Halenbeck.
Two
showers,
dishwashers,
microwaves, -s_ecurity. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting at
$360/month.
Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.

CAMPUS EAST.

sublea~~rE
up.
University Square, 251-0525.
ONE OR TWO-BDRM.
for rent. 503 8th Ave. S.
$230/month. One $280. Two
available Feb. 1. 685-8?07.

~!~:. ~~~~bs~:~e. wJ~~h:~h~~~
garages, security.
Results, 253-0910.

Heat

paid.

1
1997 ;~!~~!~ ~a~ !:~;'~oice
$179/MONTH.
Single rooms in houses and apts. · Across from SCSU! Attractive,
Close to campus, heat paid. 251- clean, quiet, smoke-free, well cared
for building with classic design. New
8284, 251-9418.
unit and common area carpet.
Practk:al price and more perks like
710APTS.
sun decks, whirlpool spa, reserved
~~bti~/ m~ft~a~~eeE~e~:: heated parking,
dishwasher,
microwaves. Summer rentals
heat. Free pall<ing. Dan, 255-9163.
include garage or reserve parking
AFFORDABLE ROOMS
~~~rm:C~~ti~s~g~;g~f~
for rent. Close to campus and bus
route. 259-9673.
~t~oi~~~ l~OICE! Call 240A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., one and two baths.
Close to campus. Heat included.
$205-$220/month. Low security
deposit. 255-9262.

ENTIRE FOUR-BDRM. APT.Immediately available, campus
close, subleaser. ~pecial: 251-0525.
FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted to share two-bdrm., two bath
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ONE ROOM EFFECIENCY
for male. Quiet building. Utilities
included. 259-9434.
PRIVACY IMPORTANT?
Female subleaser needed for spring
quarter to share four-bdrm. apt.
University Village Townhomes, three
floor living, on bus line. $230/month.
in date negotiable. Audy, 202-

atmosphere,
single
bdrm.
Washer/dryer included Share
wfthree male roommates. Calf
Brooks at 656-0067 if interested.
SUBLEASER NEEDED
spring quarter. Cost negotiable.
Good location. Scot, 259-6773.

Four-bdrm. units on ca:mpus. Two
showers, dishwashers, microwaves,
security. Heat paid. Aesutts, 2530010:
SUBLEASER NEEDED.
$174/month w/garage. Friendly

{jetting
New & Nearly New
bridal gowns.
300 in stock

SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

· $300-400!
Stop by

']Ji, 'l!ritfal outftt
(nq! to

SUMMER & FALL
'97-'98 school year. Two, four and
live-bdrm. apts. $235-$279. Call
259-9283, 252-6697.
TWO-BDRM. APT.
available now or 2/1. Three blks. to
SCSU. $400-$450. Free parking.
Dan, 251-1925.
WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two
full baths. Dishwashers, mipros,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.
WINTER/SPRING,
one, two, and three-bdrm. apts. Also
sg1./dbl. rooms. Dan,.255-9163.

Attention
ASTHMA?
If you need asthma care or
maintenance medications, Health
Services can help you. Licensed
practitioners and on-campus
pharmacy. Call 255-3193 for
appointment.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!!! No repayments,
ever!!! $$$ Cash for college$$$. For
inlo.: (800) 243-2435.
COME ON RIDE THE PLANE.
Here I am-come to Mazatlan, get a
tan!! Mazatlan is the least expensive
destnation, with the best sun, the
best weather an-d is the most fun
place to go for spring break with
College Tours. We guarantee it.

:Fifth :::ltitnut Sfap Centt:r}
253-5511

FREE MONEYI!
Cash giveaways, private grants,
loans, millions available. Source
(800) 543-4686 Ext. #1.
GOING SOUTH FOR BREAK?
Stay healthy: get Hep. Aand Hep. B
vaccine before you leave. Cal!
ASAP to.. start.useries...ot.ir.ijections.
Health Services, 255-3193.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 lor
current listings.
GRADUATES!
Time to get serious about your
career. Attend Minnesota's largest
job fair to explore career
opportunities with over 135
employers. Pre-screen deadline for
interviews is Jan. 21 ! Register at
Career Services, AS 101, now!
R~SUM~S/COVER LETTERS.
Typesetting, consulting, e-mail,
faxes. Campus delivery. 240-2355.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,
(800) 218-9000 ext. A-3883 lor
current listings.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN.
Afrfl nights hotel/free nightly social
hour/party package/discounts. (800)
366-4786, (612) 893-9679.

SE:X:ONT~
BE.A.CH
FAMOUS FAT TUESDAY DAIQUIRY

r~;

---.-S-1-AT
_E
_V_IEW-.- - -

Sign up now before it's too late. For
flier or selling to earn a FREE trip
call free: (800) 395-4896.

I

Compl~te Packages
From $399 .
Free Covers, Free Day Parties,
Discounts at shops and side
excursions

CANCUN OR MAZATLAN
Book by Jan 15 Sunbreaks will
throw in 5 breakfasts, 5 lunches
& 5 dinners for free which is a
$50 Value.

3 Departure days to choose from: Friday, Saturdays or Mondays
Sunbreak Student Tours

for info call 1-800-446-8355
Http://www.uresource.com/sunbreak

lot't,lllf~

1ua111Tff1)! I!
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SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.
SPRING BREAK
Panama City Beach, Florida.
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort,

three pools, one indoor pool, huge
beachside hot tub, Suites up to 10
people, tiki beach bar, home of the
worlds longest keg party. Free info.
(800)
488-8828 . .
www.sandpiperbeacon.com.
SPRING BREAK'S HOTTEST!
www.studentadvtrav.com, (800)
328-7513. Free food, drink and
party special!?!
TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270, 9 Wi!son SE. Special on
Wednesdays for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous, wilt
work with you to determine a
shooting schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans. Specializing in
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two photographers to make sure
that every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope call: St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.

Employment
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.
· ---·--~· $1,000ISEOSStBLE ,
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.
$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For
info. call (301) 306-1207.
BAHAMAS.
Looking for a great lifestyle? If you

UNIVERSilYChronicle
enjoy excitement, people and travel,
our company is looking for you! Earn
while you learn! Call 654-1110, M-F.
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administration, rent collection, Then you will know the truth and
resident relations, leasing, janitorial the truth will set you free.
duties, light maintenance, superior
LAMBDA-LGBT. STUDENTS
grounds maintenance. (NonEARN $500 OR MORE
traditional student couples are and a1Iies meetings every
weekly stuffing envelopes at home. welcome to apply) Compensation Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Call 654·
Send long SASE to: Country Living include~ a rent free, one~bdrm. apt. ·5166 for more information.
Shoppers, Dept. R40, P.O. Box plus salary and leasing incentives.
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727. Send resume to Campus Place,
WHAT IS THE TRUTH?
P.O. Box 1715, St. Cloud, MN 56302 Been following the Jesus/Satan
Don't~
believe·
HELP WANTED.
or fax to 252-2752 or call 252-2000. debate?
Men/women earn $480 weekly
everything you read. Find out for
assembling circl)it boards/electronic
yourself. Join our informal study FREE: .Activiti••
SPORTS MINDED,
components at home. Experience ex-pro hockey players opening new group as we seek the truth about Student Express. Inc:
unnecessary, will train. Immediate offices with International company. God and the Bible. Mondays 1.800.SURFS.UP,
openings your local area. Call (520) Seeking motivated individuals for 6:30 p.m., The Loft, At.wood.
680-7891 ext. C200. '
high income potential. Attitude more
important than resume!
Training available. Call 654Notices
Wednesdays at noon and 5:00 p.m.
1110 for appointment.
Join us!
AFED
SPRING BREAK CANCUN the Alliance to Fight Eating
AT-LARGE /COLLEGE OF
or Mazatlan. Sell 15 trips Disorders. The St. Cloud chapter of
SOCIAL SCIENCE
and travel free. lowest price AFED is looking for art, · poetry,
guaranteed. Food and drink stories, affirmations, photogr:a_phs or seats in Student Senate open. Apply
packages . available. Call other media that relate to eating before Jan. 16 at Student
. processing mail for
Sunbreaks, (800) 446-8355. disorders. The art work can reflect Government.AMC 116.
national company! Free
causes of the disease, the disease
ATTENTION•
supplies, postage! No
WEEKEND CONFERENCE itself, recovery, or any other aspect
any women interested in playing
selling! Bonuses! Start
HOST
of eating disorders. These works will
immediately! Genuine
at Conference Center near be put together in an anthology that rugby. Contact Sara at 203-7287 or
oppor1unilyl AushSAS.E.:
St. Cloud. Friday evening- will be distributed 1n spring of 1997. Tina at 255-4540. No experience
Sunday
afternoon. Anyone can contribute. Contributors necessary. Anyone welcome.
V M c. SUITE F4
Competitive wage, excellent can be recognized or remain Practices start in January.
1861 N.FEDERAL Blff
work
environment.
Call for anonymous,
BOLLYWOOD,FL 33020
whichever they
HAVE YOU HEARD?
application. (800) 450-8376. choose. If you have contributions,
MSUS Job Fair '97 is coming
please mail them to: AFED rio Erin February 1oth! Stop into Career
Muir, 1309 91.h Ave. N., Sauk · Services AS 101 and register today.
.
.
Rapids, MN 56379, e-mail:
PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
muireQ1@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu.
LOBBYING TRIP
Elementary Education, Psychology,
SMITH CORONA 3700
If you would like to order a copy of to Washington D.C., Feb. 2-March
Social Work, Child and Family word processor with 13" monitor. the anthology, send inquiries to the
Studies,Recreation majors: Youth ·Three years old. Great condition. same address. Questions? Call Erin 5. Free lodging and meals. If
interested, call 255-3751 or drop by
Guidance
worker
positions $225 or best offer. Call Andrea at at 251-9098 or 240-8647.
Student Government, AMC 116.
available!! · Develop skills and 202-9995.
enhance marketability by gaining
ALLIANCE TO FIGHT
SHAM,
excellent career-related experience.'
eating disorders holds support Society for Human Resource
Plan and lead a variety of program
groups for anorexia, bulimia, binge Management will be having weekly
Lost
activities with elementary schoof
eating on Tuesday evenings 6:30- meetings on Wednesdays at 11:15
children in after school Boys and
8:00 and Saturday mornings 10:00- a.m. in Atwood's Mississippi room.
LOST·
Girls Club KIDSTOP program.
11 :30 at SCSU Women's Center.
Afternoon hours (2-6 p.m.). Call The Statistics for Business and Concerned persons group also All majors are welcome to join.
Economics
text
book
for
BCIS
240
Boys and Gir1s Club of Ctr1. MN:
meet on Tuesdays at the same time
STOP BY STUDENT
class.
Reward
money
being
offered.
(612) 252-7616. 345 30th Ave. N.,
and location. For further information
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Please call Chris, 263-1753.
St. Cloud, MN Applicat.kms a~o
call Maxine at 253-8976.
to
view
the many job openings we
available in AS 101 on campus.
have listed. Our office is located in
EOE.
·
AMERICAN MARKETING
AS 101, also ~ew I.he At.wood job
Personals
ASSOCIATION
board.
RESIDENT MANAGER,
opens the door to your future! Open
looking for mature student team to
JESUS AND SATAN
to all ~jars. AMA meets on
manage a 23 unit student housing are REAU Trust in the lord with all
complex. Duties include: office
your heart, blessings will follow!

GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME

MMitiiM

ERSITY:..

ruce

-Adve,ii~inff,
ca(( ft!7UT

hcd ,-efuNenfahve.

255-3943
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-----------UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

Appearing at

TH·a R·aD CARPIT

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

Friday, January 11th

Show starts at 10
Tickets - $5
Their new CD, "Too Late, Too Loud" available at
Best Buy, Media Play, and Electric Fetus.

·

PY

2f5r 8tf<f
JANUAl?Y

13. 199

Premiere Student Housing

I

c-+ Heated Swimming Pool

c-+ Air Conditioning

c-+ FREE Parking/Outlets
c-+ Sand Volleyball Court

c-+ Large Storage Room

c-+ Frost-free Refrigerators
c-+ Heat and Water Paid
c-+ Laundry Facilities
c-+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
c-+ Vending Machines
c-+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom c-+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
c-+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
c-+ Individual Leases
c-+ Microwaves/Dishwashers
c-+ Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

fHEf<

Pl<

Call 252-2633

EVERY A ttUIIIJtt'fltMo Rm

, .,..,
PERSON

GETS:

LOVE
ALWAYS.
JASON.fHOMAS
P.S. See ya soon!

t,11Jim1, to MD FROM

TO WIN

THE-

SPACE IS ·
SELL~G OUTFAST! !

654-89il~ }0~~1-0137

